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ing languages complete " at a single stroke "-and so on through the whole list 
of apriori systems, which are saved from general and utter condemnation only 
by the too prevalent substitution of empty speculations for the scientific 
method of induction from facts. 

Our author's concluding opinion, that we are not to infer mental infirmity in 
the races possessing these peculiar and structurally impoverished tongues, is to 
be received with unquestioning assent. Every race is entitled to be judged by 
the totality of its mental products, not by the capacity which it has exhibited 
in a single direction of mental activity; and no reasonable man will deny to 
the unaided originators of a culture like the Chinese a place in the front rank 
of humanity. But the skill and effect with which they are handled does not 
save the tongues themselves from the reproach of rudimentariness; and what- 
ever eminence the Chinese and Tibetans may have attained in philosophy must 
be said to be in spite of their speech rather than by its aid. To extol the 

logicalness of a language of roots can hardly fail to imply against one that has 

parts of speech and inflections the charge of being in some measure illogical. 
W. D. W. 

Old-Latin Biblical Texts. No. I. The Gospel according to Matthew. From 
the St. Germain MS (gl), edited by JOHN WORDSWORTH, M. A., Oriel 
Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture. 

This volume is the first instalment of a series which is apparently intended 
to deal exhaustively with the difficult question of the relations between the 
Vulgate and those Latin versions of the New Testament which are earlier 
than the days of Jerome; and it will be welcomed by all students of the New 
Testament, not only on account of the access which its collations will give to 
MSS either inaccessible to the majority of scholars, or, worse still, misrepre- 
sented by previous editors, but also as an indication of the progress which 
Professor Wordsworth is making with the promised edition of the Vulgate 
which he has undertaken for the delegates of the Clarendon Press. 

It is probably on account of the neglect with which this celebrated MS (g,) 
has been treated by the present generation of scholars, that Wordsworth has 
decided to give it the first place in the series of so-called Old-Latin texts; and 
he points out that the majority of those who have used the text have employed 
the unreliable collation of Martianay, to the enumeration of whose errors 
Wordsworth devotes an appendix of nearly 12 pages for the Gospel of St. 
Matthew alone. It almost seems as if collators were born, not made. 

The MS is generally referred to the ninth century, and is the second volume 
of a Bible of which the first was lost, according to the editor, between the 
years I540 and I680. It was formerly in the library of the Abbey of St. 
Germain des Pres, near Paris, and is now in the National Library (Fonds 
Latin II553). From the Abbey it, of course, derives its name and notation 
gi, i. e. the first of the Italic MSS of St. Germain. This notation we are sorry 
to see that Wordsworth proposes to change so that it reads, in the volume 
under consideration, G1, and will do so in the forthcoming edition of the 
Vulgate. A curse worse than that of Shakespere's epitaph might be invoked 
upon the heads of those who alter, unnecessarily, the notation of New Testa- 
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ment MSS. It will, of course, involve more trouble in printing, for every one 
who quotes G1 will add (g, Tisch.), and every one who gives g1 will add (G1 
Wordsw.). The description of the MS given by M. Delisle, in his 'Inventaire 
des MSS de Saint Germain des Pres,' informs us that the book contains ' Notes 
tironiennes dans les marges.' The editor has recorded the pages of the MS 
upon which, these Tironian signs may be found, and remarks that they are 
'apparently glosses to passages in the same folios,' though it does not appear 
that he had any other grounds for this than pure conjecture, since he adds that 
'I believe they have not as yet been read.' 

Considering that the whole subject of these short-hand marks has been 
exhaustively dealt with in recent years, we venture to suggest that some 
German scholar might have been found to decipher them. Ninth century 
glosses, if such they should turn out to be, are sometimes worth reading, not 
to mention that they may serve to fix the date and place of production (by 
authors that are quoted) with greater accuracy than has been thus far attained. 

On p. ix the editor remarks, " The pages are divided into two columns, each 
ruled with 52 lines, and there are on an average 37-38 letters to a line." He does 

not, however, recognize, what this statement involves, that the MS has 
preserved the ancient hexameter form of writing, the average hexameter being 
in Greek 37-38 letters. And since we may affirm generally that the majority 
of early errors in New Testament MSS are functions of lines whose length is 
given (being in length usually whole verses of poetry, or multiples and sub- 
multiples of the same), it follows that the MS should have been reproduced in 
its original arrangement as nearly as possible, in order that light may be 
thrown upon the compass of the variants and upon genesis of the separate 
errors. Mr. Wordsworth does nothing of the sort, but presents the text as it 
might stand in a printed Latin Bible. The time will come when all editors 
will feel the fitness of presenting a codex, as far as possible, in the shape in 
which they find it. 

On the xiith page of the Introduction are collected the prefaces, etc., of the 
separate Pauline Epistles, together with an enumeration of the number of 
verses contained in each. These data are very interesting; for the whole of 
the epistles we are told " Habet Apostolus versus ILII. DCCCC. LXVIIIC." 
W. does not explain the meaning of this terminal C; the MS originally 
numbered 4968 verses (hexameters) in the Pauline Epistles, but on a later leaf, 
Fol. 183, 2: 'Epistulae Apostoli XIII ad Romanos usque ad Philemonem 
numerum uersus computantur . . . uersus V milia.' It appears that a correc- 
tion was therefore made, by placing C as a correction over LXVIII, and, as 
so often happens in MSS, a later transcriber brought the correction into line 
with the rest of the script; cf. the reading Beowopa6p in the Sinaitic Codex for 
B?I)p and Boo6p. 

The very same process has taken place in some other figures cited by W. 
The second epistle to the Corinthians is said to be 'Scribta de Macedonia 
uersus ALXXC,' to which the editor adds 'forte uersus AL, XX capitula.' This 
is quite wrong; what happened was that the scribe, who preserves the old 
Greek stichometry of Euthalius and earlier writers, did not understand the 

symbol for 90, which he took for 60; he thus wrote ALX, and a later hand 
inserted XC over the last two figures. These have crept into the text. The 
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mistake is repeated in the subscription to the Galatians: ' Scribta de urbe 
Roma uersi CCLXIIIXC (forte uersus CCLXIII, cap X).' The proper 
number of verses to the Galatians is 293, and this an early writer made into 
263, resulting in the correction and error as before. The same error in reading 
the sign for 90 is found in the subscription to Titus, which has 67 verses 
instead of 97, and in I Thess. 

The common confusion between H and N has given rise to an error in 

Philippians, which has 350 verses instead of 208. 
When these corrections are made, it will be found that the stichometry 

agrees almost exactly with that of Euthalius and the early Greek MSS, an 

important result for the stichometer, as showing that the earlier Latin versions 
did not make a new count of their text when translated. We find then as 
follows: 

MSS Cod. g, MSS Cod. g 
(G, Wordsw.) (G, Wordsw.) 

Romans 920 911 I Thess. 194 193 
I Cor. 870 870 2 Thess. I08 108 
2 Cor. 590 590 I Tim. 230 230 
Gal. 293 293 2 Tim. 172 172 

Ephes. 312 312 Philem. 38 34 

Philip. 208 308 Hebrews 703 700 
Coloss. 208 208 

There are other deficiencies in the edition which are disappointing to the 

paleographer; at the end of the letter to Damasus is 'a sort of wheel full of 
numbers, apparently some arrangement of the Canons which follow on 4Y 
pages.' This wheel might easily have been reproduced, as the scribe's mono- 
grams were. And, indeed, the whole of the MS might have been printed, 
instead of merely the first Gospel. The fragments of Hermas at the close of 
the book have, according to the editor, never been collated, nor does it appear 
that, as far as he is concerned, they ever will be. We could willingly spare 
the life and epitaph of Dr. John Walker (who collated the MS for Bentley), if 
we might have instead the few leaves of the Vulgate of Hermas. 

On p. xlii there is a remark which is likely to mislead the N. T. critic ; the 
editor reprints the opening verses of St. John's Gospel in the Codex Amiatinus, 
which he describes as a MS written in stichi, as follows: 

IN PRINCIPIO ERAT VERBUM 
ET VERBUM ERAT APUD DM 
ET DS ERAT VERBUM 

HOC ERAT IN PRINCIPIO APUD )M 
OMNIA PER IPSUM FACTA SUNT 
ET SINE IPSO FACTUM EST NIHIL 
QUOD FACTUM EST 

IN IPSO VITA ERAT 
ET VITA ERAT LUX HIOMINUM 

And he remarks " It is clear that the scribe intended to connect 'Quod factum 
est' with 'in ipso vita erat' as the largest number of early Latin, as well as 
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Greek, MSS do. Tischendorf and Tregelles, strange to say, both overlook 
this, or rather point the sentence wrongly." 

If any one will compare the text as it stands above with the oldest form of 
the Greek text, that given in Codex B, as follows: 

e NapXH H NOAOrOCK6 

oo FOCHNTTpOCTONON 

K aIOCH NOAOrOCOYTOC 

HNe N pXHT pOCTONON 

TTaNT&AlAYTOYrF NC 

TOK 6dIX(O IC&YTOye re N 

eTOOYeeC NOFrO N6 N 

N&YTCOZCOH H NKAIH 

I think he will come to the conclusion that the Codex Amiatinus represents 
the breaking-up of a text formerly written in half-liexameters and which is 
being replaced by writing in cola and commata; and so far from it being 
clear that the scribe intended to connect the words in question, it might even 
be maintained by some that he has expressly separated them by moving the 
new line 'in ipso vita erat' to the right; but whether this is the case or not, 
the MS is not a stichometric one in any accurate use of the term. 

We shall look with interest for the publication of the rest of the Codex, and 
for the promised editions of Codex Bobbiensis (k) and Codex Monacensis (q), 
both of which will be based on Tischendorf's transcripts and a correction of 
the same by the MSS themselves. 

J. RENDEL HARRIS. 

Introduction to the Criticism of the New Testament. By F. H. A. SCRIVENER. 
Third edition, thoroughly revised, enlarged and brought down to the 

present date, 1883. 

The feeling of expectation and interest with which the announcement of a 
new edition of this work was received is scarcely justified by the perusal of its 

pages; which are singularly conservative, not only with regard to the most im- 

portant questions of N. T. criticism (where, indeed, a certain cautiousness is 
both necessary and commendable), but also of multitudinous errors which dis- 

figured previous editions, and many of which must have been pointed out 
over and over again. We shall confine ourselves in the present article to some 

noteworthy points in the first hundred pages of the new edition. 
One of the first things which will strike an American reader in the new 

edition is the altered tone of the writer with regard to Cis-Atlantic scholars. 
The following is an instructive instance: Ed. 2, p. 85, note 2: "Abbot, Com- 

parative Antiquity of the Sinaitic and Vatican Manuscripts, ubi supra, p. 195. 
This writer adopts in controversy a tone which has happily become obsolete 

among scholars on our side of the Atlantic; yet by a diligent use of the 
materials supplied by Vercellone and Cozza's Roman edition of the Codex 
Vaticanus (1868-70) and of other documents, he has no doubt shaken the 
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